grieving son could better remember the person his mother had been" (201) . Moore speaks of some soldiers' omitting "information about atrocities, confessions about sexual experiences, or reflections about the role of gender during war." He continues with an analogy that cogently conveys the nebulous quality of emotions: "Nevertheless, the silent and dark cavities within these diaries still exercised some influence over what form finally came to light, much like how the immense gravity of a dark star affects visible matter all around it" (199).
For their analyses, Meyer-Fong and Moore use sources that have been either generally dismissed or used only sporadically and anecdotally. Meyer-Fong brings the Taiping adherents to life with her descriptions of facial tattooing, shaggy long hair, and brightly colored clothing (yellows, reds, greens, and blues), which stood in contrast to the blues and grays of the general population-a contrast that, according to one Westerner, the locals found "weirdly horrifying" (96). She mines memoirs, diaries, and anecdotal material never before used, and engages the reader with artistically suggestive chapter titles ("Words," "Marked Bodies," Bones and Flesh," "Wood and Ink," and "Loss," for example). Moore has extracted important insights from a broad range of wartime diaries about the men and their war, though there are, I think, some analytical difficulties (more on this later). Details about battles and soldiers' reactions to them abound, with distressing descriptions of jungle warfare, of "living in sweat and dirt" (202) , and of the prevalence of jungle rot, ringworms, fungus, and rashes.
For both historians, the "spatial" context is local: in Meyer-Fong's case, it is the prefecture, county, urban center, village, and person; in Moore's, the individual, his psyche, and the "self-discipline" produced and enhanced by his diary. Moore's frequent omission of the soldiers' spatial location only underscores his claim that "there is a fundamental commonality of experience when it comes to war" (216). Yet for each author, the local is not discrete; the state always plays a role. Meyer-Fong points to the "contradictions between individual and local experience and the moralizing imperatives of state-sponsored accounts" of the war (15). In the end, although local commemoration of martyrs in texts "had the effect of rewriting the locale as a center of loyal self-sacrifice" (165), the state offered the imprimatur of eligibility for official honors. The major thrust of Moore's analysis is apparent in the title of his introduction-"Diary Writing and the Self"-but the state also encouraged diary writing as a means to promote selfdiscipline and self-mobilization. As the war continued, Japan and the United States (and perhaps other countries) issued their soldiers blank diaries in which state goals and propaganda were printed and therefore promulgated. The state as personified by military superiors also assumed the right to read soldier-produced diaries.
War shatters the way people "collectively imagine the world and their place in it" (Turton 2005, 258) . All is fluid, identity first and foremost. Moore compellingly shows the shifts in the substance and style of diary writing throughout the war as soldiers wrestled with their individual roles and identities vis-à-vis their enemies and sometimes their comrades. They "wrote in order to control their experiences and to attempt to define the truth of past events for themselves" (240). The diary became a vehicle for establishing or reestablishing self-identities amid an almost unfathomably sociomilitaristic battering of the self. "When a soldier developed a coherent voice in a diary, he was in the process of piecing together an entire identity and worldview" (12).
But, in the main, national identities remained steady as key aspects of the Pacific Theater military confrontations.
Not so in the Taiping Civil War. Meyer-Fong notes that the lines between the Taiping and those loyal to the Qing regime were permeable; there was tension on "both sides," and some switched sides or at least were torn regarding their relationship to the conflict. "Many on the battlefield were contingent allies-and many of the writers retrospectively identified with the Qing cause…had little love to lose for the dynasty. They professed loyalty; but they were bitterly critical and obviously disillusioned." (98). The problem of identity in this civil war was magnified exponentially over that of the national wars studied by Moore. It produced "confusion and contingency of allegiances [rather than a] morality play of absolute identities and loyalties" (98). Consequently, the civil war "engendered a great deal of anxiety about disguise and betrayal" (69). Efforts to honor the dead with architectural and textual materials were, like World War II soldiers' diaries, attempts "to impose order on disorderly experiences" and "an essential precondition for postwar integration" (135).
One of the most intriguing aspects of both these studies is their analysis of the power of words. Words are the medium of the historian: both historical resources and the research product are generally textual. Early twentieth-century writer and activist, Shen Dingyi wrote, "I know that ultimately for the Chinese people the name is more important than the deed" (Schoppa 1995 161). He could as well have substituted "word" for "name." In traditional China, words were the means by which the official bureaucracy was born in the examination system and by which the polity was governed. Words in this culture, as Meyer-Fong stresses, were cherished; even more, they had a special potency and vulnerability, and the Taiping also saw them as talismanic (26) (27) (28) . The reading of the Sacred Edict was required in villages; indeed, the importance of didactic speech was akin to "a medical supplement," keeping "dangerous alternatives" out of the picture (33).
Yu Zhi, the writer and local activist, "conceived of community as constituted through and bounded by the spoken word" (30). He wrote one precious volume (baojuan), meant to be recited aloud, as an indication of his religiosity. In his most noteworthy textual contribution, an illustrated history of the Taiping occupation entitled Tears for Jiangnan (1864), his forty-two illustrations most likely had great impact on the readers. But the "lyrics" and texts" translated for some of the illustrations were packed with words that are emotional, incendiary, horrifying, and bleak; the text, even without the illustrations, conveys the almost unbelievable terror that the Taiping brought and the polarity between the world before and the world during and after their occupation. Yu seems to believe that identities during those times of flux were fixed. In reality, as Meyer-Fong shows, they were essentially confusing and contingent.
Words establish categories that, once named, delimit possibilities, become exclusive, and are difficult to deconstruct. I am not here criticizing either author; I am simply underlining the epistemological problem all historians face, and these works simply bring the issue to the fore.
Both writers discuss subjectivity and the subjective self. Surely nothing is more subjective than reading the subjective writing of one person (Yu, in this case) through the subjectivity of the researcher and writer (Meyer-Fong), and our subjectivity as readers of her book. We might do well to remember the cautionary note set forth by British novelist John Fowles: "A word is never the destination, merely a signpost in its general direction; and whatever transient physical, psychological, or moral body that destination finally acquires owes quite as much to the reader as to the writer" (Fowles 1984, 11) . To heighten the precariousness of interpretation, Meyer-Fong alerts us to the reality that, in China, "the archives are filled with lies and half-truths" (98). As to the issues of words and naming, Meyer-Fong notes that her decision to identify the Taiping movement as a "civil war" and not a "rebellion" or "revolution" opens up different perspectives and insights that the other two words might not (11). Yu's own religious matrix of "reward and Most intriguing is her analysis of words and genres in Zhang Guanglie's Record of 1861, which she calls a "peculiar book" (207) and an "eccentric text" (180). "A grieving son" (176), Zhang commemorated his mother in "The Martyr's Garden" (located near where she was murdered by a Taiping soldier) as well as in the book. Meyer-Fong says that the book "defies generic categorization. It is neither memoir nor biography, and yet it includes elements of both.
… It is explicitly a book about dual processes of commemoration (formal, orderly, statesanctioned) and memory (chaotic and personal)" (180). It is the latter that is most compelling:
Zhang's Sisyphean memory efforts through adulthood were emotional struggles to remember his mother's outstanding individual attributes as a moral exemplar and to come to grips with her death when he was eight years old. Zhang's most interesting technique (which clearly reflects his own unending efforts and which makes his work seem strikingly modern) was to describe her death "no fewer than seven or eight times with varying levels of detail and in differing contexts" (193) . Meyer-Fong cogently concludes, "The repeated and emotional accounts of [Zhang's mother's] death serve to define her son's suffering (and thus authenticity of his grief), as well as her worthiness, marking a boundary (and a connection) between Zhang-as-adult and his childhood self" (195) . What is interesting is that the processes of commemoration were, in the end, circular and accumulative.
Finally, the words and style of Zhang's book echo some of the diaries analyzed by Moore. Zhang's treatment of his mother was more cyclical than strict narrative. Meyer-Fong calls his work "a book of fragments" (179). She describes his juxtaposition of essays with repeated descriptions of his mother's murder, biographies of other family members killed, accounts of grief-induced sufferings, bequeathed admonitions and deeds to relatives, and state documents that granted them honors. In addition, Meyer-Fong notes, this book's evocative power "resides in its use of particular and disconnected moments and layering of sensory details: sounds, sights, and tactile sensations" (180).
Moore's analysis gives narratives pride of place in wartime diaries. He writes that, "in the field of cognitive neuro-science, the 'compulsion to chronicle' and narrativize experience is now thought to be a hardwired fact of the human brain and a product of evolutionary process" (296). However, "scholarship on trauma" shows "that the brain resists the narrativization of life experience" (296). He argues that the first sign of writing about the body, "in trying circumstances, is the breakdown of narrative cohesion"-writing in a "stuttering, staccato voice" and moving to a text marked by "onomatopoeia, ideophonic language, and metaphor" (297). This would seem to reflect the sort of text and style that Meyer-Fong found in Zhang's work, studded with the trauma and turmoil of suffering. On the surface, this premise of the specific power of trauma on writing and words seems logical.
Where Moore's study falls somewhat short, in my opinion, is not in its conceptual structure or its insightful, often eye-opening interpretations and points of view, but in the execution and presentation of his analysis. He recognizes the problem: "One of the primary dilemmas of the historian," he writes, is that "we are not mind readers, time travelers, or even psychologists. All that remains of the terrible war between Japan and the United States are these diaries, so we must decide on how they can and cannot be used to produce historical knowledge" At the outset of my (rather detailed) analysis, it is best to recall Fowles's cautionary note that any individual interpretation of Moore's work "owes quite as much to the reader as to the writer" (1984, 11) . Several cases in the book-those of two Japanese and three American diary writers-point to the problems of interpretation. First, there is my reading of the analysis of Hamabe Genbei and Yamamoto Kenji, both of whom were involved in the Battle for Shanghai (August-November 1937). Moore describes Hamabe as a "normally terse diarist" (76), who "kept his entries brief" (106). Yet at a time when he watched the men under his command being killed one by one while little territory was being taken-that is, at a time of great tension, Moore perceives in the earlier entry written among similar contexts? Perhaps to escape from the wartime brutality to some images of beauty? But the entry to which Moore's evaluation seems most inappropriate was one after Yamamoto heard that his friend Kunizaki had been killed in battle: "Kunizaki, how the hell did you die? Death! Was it real? I thought we would go on living together. Death! Was it real?… Thinking about him, I couldn't get any sleep. That night the sky cleared, and the stars were shining." This seems to me a moving poem expressing the paroxysm of grief over the death of a friend, with the last sentence remarking that in the midst of such an unexpected death, the natural world nevertheless continues. However, Moore surprisingly interpreted the entry as follows: "Here Yamamoto appears to have exhausted his ability to use language to give meaning to his experience" (112).
In my opinion, Moore seems to make many problematic assumptions and assertions. fortunate enough not to die also experienced extremes that cannot readily be recorded by anyone.
Thus, today, now that the pain has settled and we can reflect on that pain, very few can record it in orderly words" (203).
As part of the mythmaking of diarists, Moore notes that after the war some went about the business of amending their diaries in a form of self-censorship. The reception of their diaries largely depended on the political attitudes of the populace at various times in postwar Japan. This was especially so, in Moore's estimation, because the "language with which soldiers narrated their experiences during the war…did not fit in a postwar world that wanted to move on" (244).
He notes that "many servicemen held onto their wartime selves, clutching their testimonies as bearers of an unassailable truth, and consequently suffered ostracism as the postwar community tried to establish a history of the war that suited its own purposes" (245). This takes Moore back to his controversial contentions about vocabulary and style during the war. He says that "veterans clung tenaciously to the tropes, idiom, and rhetoric of combat" and showed an "unwillingness…to surrender the language of the battlefield" (276); he calls "adherence to wartime writing styles…rigid" (278). Two points: first, if veterans were trying to convey the wartime realities, why should they not use the relevant vocabulary and style for that purpose, and second, since Moore himself has illustrated so many different wartime writing styles, how would "rigidity" apply here?
In these studies focused on words, Meyer-Fong and Moore both raise the word unspeakable. For Moore, "unspeakable" were those wartime experiences that were so mindshattering that they could not be put into words. "How then," he asks, "should historians, whose work is entirely consumed by language, approach the unspeakable?" (199). For Meyer-Fong, "unspeakable" refers to those brutalities of war that were literally "terrible beyond language," but she broadens her definition to include those things that "could not be explained through prevailing moral categories" (204)-likely also an implicit tenet in Moore's arguments. It was the shattering of prewar moral categories in both instances, amid what was essentially total war,
